Unify Care Teams
for Patient and
Staff Safety
Pager Replacement Best Practices to
Manage Change, Reduce Risk, and
Strengthen Safety
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Are You Swapping One
Communication Silo for Another?
The frustration and inefficiency of siloed, fragmented communication are well understood by
care teams: Communication dead ends. Page-and-wait toil. Alarm and interruption fatigue. Not
knowing who is contacting you or why.
While plenty of information is available about why hospitals need to replace pagers, little
guidance can be found on what should replace them, and how to replace them without putting
patient and staff safety at risk.
Too many hospital leaders have replaced pagers with smartphones without first considering
a clinical communication strategy that accounts for all the people and information needed to
deliver patient care.
They end up with a fleet of expensive devices and a siloed messaging app, and care teams who
are still struggling to communicate.
This guide outlines a four-part strategy for replacing pagers:
1. Unify communication to unify care teams
2. Support the transition to minimize risk
3. Integrate and interoperate with systems and devices
4. Communicate and share information easily

UNIFY

Unify Communication
to Unify Care Teams
Forward-looking healthcare IT leaders know that replacing pagers is not just a matter of swapping
a pager for a smartphone or messaging app.
They see an opportunity to upgrade or establish the very backbone of clinical communication in
the hospital. They recognize the prospect of getting more value from their electronic health record
and other systems through interoperability. And they know that a clinical communication strategy
must consider all the people involved in caring for patients and all the information that needs to
be shared.
A strategy for replacing pagers (and siloed text messaging apps) must address voice-driven,
message-driven, and event-driven workflows in a holistic, consolidated way. It must make it easy
for caregivers to access aggregated information about patients, care teams, and events. And
it must solve for a siloed, fragmented environment with support to manage change and
minimize risk.

“After evaluation, we discovered we only
needed the Vocera Platform to unify our
communications efforts and make care
team collaboration faster, easier, and more
meaningful.”
– Bill Laker, Former SVP of Information Services and CIO of
Franciscan Alliance

UNIFY

Consolidating Voice-Driven, MessageDriven, and Event-Driven Workflows
Together with a Master Directory
At Vocera®, we can help you integrate voice-driven, message-driven, and event-driven workflows
on a single platform along with on-call scheduling and a master directory to bring the whole care
team together.
The Vocera Platform provides a holistic, flexible solution that can address your current
clinical communication objectives and scale for future growth. We’ll help you put an end
to communication siloes and reduce your hospital’s vendor footprint and points of security
vulnerability.
Vocera Vina

Vocera Smartbadge

Vocera Badge

“Holzer Health System has been relying on
Vocera to make our delivery of care a seamless
one both inside and outside of the hospital,
regardless of the communication device.”
– Kevin Waller, BBA, MIS, Executive Director of
Communications for Holzer Health System

Vocera delivers a unified software strategy that makes it easy for people to find each other and
connect instantly inside or outside the hospital using the device that suits their role and workflow
— smartphone, wearable Vocera Smartbadge or Badge, or desktop console.
Users no longer need to rely on call lists to reach colleagues. People can easily reach a patient’s
care team, add themselves to and remove themselves from communication groups, and arrange
for a colleague to receive their calls and messages for a scheduled period.

UNIFY

Consolidating Voice-Driven, Message-Driven, and EventDriven Workflows: A Closer Look
Communicate by Name, Role,
or Group
Communicate faster and more easily by using
voice commands to call by name, role, or
group across your hospital or health system
using your smartphone or wearable device.
Our voice recognition engine understands
more than 100 voice commands and
incorporates regional accents.
For example, say “Call on-call cardiologist”
to connect, or say “Send a message to
radiology” to send a message from your
Vocera smartphone app, Smartbadge,
or Badge.

Help Protect PHI with DefenseGrade Security
Send and receive secure, HIPAA-compliant
messages.
The security credentials we’ve earned from
the military and industry are unsurpassed. We
have credentials from the U.S. Army, the U.S.
Department of Defense (DoD), the National
Institute of Standards and Technology, and
the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. Vocera solutions are deployed in
108 VA locations across the country and more
than 21 DoD facilities worldwide.

Help Reduce Alarm Fatigue
Make it easier for clinicians to stay focused on
patient care with the Vocera Engage intelligent
workflow engine.
Engage allows routing, escalation, and
prioritization of communications and alarm
notifications that include patient, event, and
care team context.
Delivery of notifications is enabled by
interoperability with your clinical and
operational systems and according to rules
your organization sets, configurable based
on one or more factors such as the patient’s
condition and the recipient’s role, location,
and availability.

Reach Everyone You Need Easily
Synchronize staff assignments from a variety of systems you may already use such as electronic health records, nurse call, and on-call provider
scheduling, with our Dynamic Master Directory. Our platform knows who is responsible for each patient. A notification from a patient monitor or
nurse call, for example, can be sent to the right care team member with context about the patient, care team, and event. If the primary recipient
isn’t available, the notification is routed to the next person in the escalation pathway.

SUPPORT

Managing Change While
Minimizing Risk
Some hospitals replace pagers all at once, and some replace them over time. It’s not uncommon
for a hospital to take more than a year to make the transition. We can do whatever your
organization needs to manage change while minimizing risk.
In a phased deployment, Vocera technology can interoperate with your existing telephony
system and with call center and paging solutions to allow people with and without pagers to
communicate easily.
Our team of clinicians and support engineers can recommend industry best practices for
managing the transition based on your hospital’s current state.
Our clinical experts can evaluate existing communication patterns and workflows, and transform
them into more effective call flows and workflows. We provide continual support throughout
planning, implementation, and beyond to help ensure your success.

“Vocera is a strategic partner that understands
clinical workflows and provides a scalable,
comprehensive approach to care team
communication to meet our growing needs.”
– Russell Witte, Information Technology Director at
Citizens Medical Center
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Vocera Deployment Process
We help you accelerate adoption and utilization of your Vocera solutions in alignment with your specific
needs, and navigate change.

I N T E G R AT E + I N T E R O P E R AT E

Integration and Interoperability
When choosing a vendor to help you transition from siloed communication approaches, it’s critical
to select one that works well with other vendors in your ecosystem.
At Vocera, we can work with providers of on-call scheduling, call center and paging operations,
electronic health records, and more.
Our platform can interoperate with third-party pagers and other legacy devices, and siloed
messaging apps. This means that as you move toward a unified communication infrastructure,
care team members using different communication tools like pagers, iPhones, Androids, desk
phones, and web phones will be able to communicate with each other.

“The valuable clinical integrations Vocera offers
drove our decision.”
– Ron Double, MBA, Chief Information Officer at
Parkview Health

I N T E G R AT E + I N T E R O P E R AT E

Get More Value from Your Investments
in Clinical and Operational Systems
The Vocera Platform is interoperable with more than 150 clinical and operational systems.
Receive automated notifications from the electronic health record (EHR) for events like new
orders, critical lab results, radiology findings, high-risk admissions, pain assessment reminders,
patient consults, room cleaning, and transport. Link your mobile EHR and Vocera apps to
streamline communication. Synchronize EHR staff assignments in our Dynamic Master Directory.
In addition to EHRs, some of the most common systems and medical devices the Vocera
Platform integrates with include:
• Nurse Call: Allow direct routing of requests to the right person with automated escalation.
• Lab and Radiology: Receive automatic, timely, closed-loop notifications.
• Physiologic Monitors, Infusion Pumps, and Other Medical Devices: Get filtered, prioritized
alarm notifications.

Know who is calling, and why – receive
calls with contextual information about the
patient, care team, and event aggregated
from multiple systems.

• Patient Surveillance, Fall Prevention, and Bed Alarms: Receive warnings about patient
deterioration, sepsis risk, and potential falls.
• Patient Flow and Bed Management: Get housekeeping and transport requests directly;
make closed-loop status updates.
• Emergency Communications and Building Management: Send emergency and critical
facilities-related communications discreetly.

C O M M U N I C AT E

Secure Messages, Notifications, and
Calls with Context
“With the Vocera secure texting
solution, I can understand and
respond to nurses’ requests
quickly. I simply read the message
and patient context, take action,
and respond to the nurse to let him
or her know the task is complete.”

Care team members can receive patient, event, and care team context with calls, text messages,
and alarm notifications. Relevant information like lab values, nurse-call data, sepsis risk indicators,
infectious disease results, and more is included.

– John Hartley, MD, Pediatric Hospitalist at
Phoenix Children’s

Receive alarm notifications with relevant
information from multiple
systems.

Access additional patient
details from within a
conversation or alarm
notification.

View and add care team
members.

See the full history of
communication about
the patient or event within
a single conversational
thread.

C O M M U N I C AT E

Choose the Right Device for the Role
“The beauty of Vocera technology is
that it truly allows you to choose the
device that makes the most sense
for your role.”

Let clinicians and staff communicate using the device that fits the way they work — a handsfree Vocera Smartbadge or Badge, an iPhone or Android smartphone, a tablet for rounding, or a
laptop or desktop workstation. Only Vocera offers users their choice of device.

– Deanna Parker, MBA, MHA, BSN, RN,
Assistant Vice President Emergency Services
at Baptist Health Hardin

Vocera Smartbadge

iPhone or Android Smartphone

Vocera Badge

A wearable device for
users who need voice,
text messaging, and alarm
notifications with context
about the patient, care
team, and event.

Smartphone software for clinicians who need to access clinical
applications, scan barcodes, take notes, and perform other
complex computing tasks. We support all deployment strategies,
including BYOD.

A wearable device for
users who communicate
primarily with voice and
need to receive basic
text messages and
alarm notifications.

C O M M U N I C AT E

Spotlight: Time Savings
The before-and-after scenario shown here is based on a workflow assessment in which a hospital
reduced a communication workflow by more than six minutes. Effective communication adds up
to well-documented improvements to hospital efficiency.
If your care team members could reclaim six minutes or more per communication, what would it
do for your hospital’s patient flow?

Vocera direct communication time: 1:15
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relieved by medication
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calls anesthesiologist

Anesthesiologist
securely texts orders
to nurse
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Page-and-wait communication time: 7:30
PACU nurse sees
patient’s pain level isn’t
relieved by medication

Nurse walks to PACU
desk phone and pages
anesthesiologist

Nurse returns to
monitor the patient

Anesthesiologist calls
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Secretary puts
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Nurse walks to phone,
receives orders from
anesthesiologist
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CASE STUDY

Medical Center in Charlottesville, VA
Leaders at a preeminent medical center in Charlottesville, VA needed an enterprise
communication solution to replace their alphanumeric pager system, which was limited to sending
one-way messages to physicians. They also wanted to eliminate the communication silos caused
by physicians, nurses, and other staff using different technologies to communicate.
The solution was to replace more than 3,000 pagers with Vocera communication devices.
Whether team members use the Vocera Smartbadge or the Vocera smartphone app, they can all
communicate easily through the Vocera Platform’s unified software ecosystem.
The Vocera Engage clinical workflow engine is the core of the solution, allowing communications
and alarm notifications to be filtered, routed, escalated, and prioritized. Call center messages,
nurse call alerts, and ADT notifications now go through Engage and are delivered directly to care
team members on their Vocera Smartbadge or smartphone app.

“A key driver of selecting Vocera was to replace
our paging solution that relied heavily on a oneway communication workflow.”
– Vocera system administrator at a Charlottesville, VA
medical center

The Smartbadge is the exclusive delivery solution for adult codes that were formerly sent via
overhead and alphanumeric paging. This eliminates disruptive overhead paging and allows twoway communication.
“Feedback from the team has been very positive and there seems to be growing excitement for
the implementation of Vocera,” said a nurse manager.

BENEFITS

Optimize Safety and Quality When
Replacing Pagers
Optimize safety and quality by replacing pagers with a flexible, holistic communication
platform. Ease the transition with a phased approach that lets people with and without pagers
communicate easily:

IT Benefits
• Minimize communication siloes and points of vulnerability and failure.
• Manage change and minimize risk and costs in a mixed environment.
• Maximize the value of your technology investments.
• Make just one call when you have a question or need support.

Clinical Benefits
• Streamline the process for physician consults and cut page-and-wait toil.

“Our immediate response and escalation
pathway enabled by Vocera results in a higher
level of patient safety and a better patient
experience.”
– David Mitchell, MSN, RN, Chief Nursing Officer at Emerus

• Communicate faster and more easily.
• Receive only the communications and notifications you need and make sure important
information reaches the right recipient.
• Know who’s contacting you and why; receive patient, care team, and event context with
communications.

ABOUT VOCERA

About Vocera
Vocera offers the leading platform for clinical communication and workflow. More than 2,300 facilities worldwide, including over 1,900 hospitals and
healthcare facilities, have selected our solutions.
Care team members use our solutions to communicate and collaborate by securely texting or calling, and to be notified of important alerts and alarms.
They can choose the right device for their role or task, including smartphones or our hands-free, wearable Vocera Smartbadge and Vocera Badge. They
can create a richer, more human connection for patients and their loved ones before, during, and after care using Vocera Ease applications.
Vocera (NYSE: VCRA) is publicly traded with the resources and fortitude to help ensure your success with our solutions over the long term. Vocera has
made the list of Forbes 100 Most Trustworthy Companies in America, and the Vocera Smartbadge was named to TIME’s list of the 100 Best Inventions of
2020. Learn more at www.vocera.com and follow @VoceraComm and @VoceraEase on Twitter.

For more information, visit vocera.com/pagerreplacemement.
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